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Combination of Clustering and Ranking
Techniques for Unsupervised Band Selection

of Hyperspectral Images
Aloke Datta, Susmita Ghosh, Member, IEEE, and Ashish Ghosh, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Curse of dimensionality is a major disadvantage for
classification of hyperspectral imagery since a large number of
bands need to be dealt with. Band selection is a task to reduce
the number of bands. An unsupervised band selection method is
proposed in this article. It is a three-step procedure. In the first
step, characteristics (attributes) of the bands are found out. Next,
redundancy among the bands is removed by executing clustering
operation. At last, the remaining bands, which are nonredundant
among themselves, are ranked according to their discriminating
capability. Discriminating capability is calculated by measuring
the capacitory discrimination of the bands. Results are compared
with four state-of-the-art methods: a band elimination method,
a ranking-based, and two clustering-based band selection meth-
ods to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. Four
evaluation measures, namely: 1) classification accuracy; 2) Kappa
coefficient; 3) class separability, and 4) entropy, are calculated over
the selected bands to assess the efficiency of the selected bands. The
proposed method shows promising results compared to them.

Index Terms—Band clustering, band ranking, capacitory dis-
crimination (CD), hyperspectral imagery, unsupervised band
selection.

I. INTRODUCTION

H YPERSPECTRAL imaging sensors acquire a set of
images from hundreds of narrow and contiguous bands

of electromagnetic spectrum from visible to near-infrared
regions. Obtained three-dimensional (3-D) image cube (the
third dimension specifies spectral band) contains large amount
of information to identify and distinguish spectrally unique
materials. However, it is usually difficult to exploit the large
amount of data, and therefore, classification is required to sum-
marize the information. In this regard, each pixel of the image
may be treated as a pattern whose number of attributes is
equal to the number of bands present in the image. It needs
a complex procedure to perform any classification task with
this high dimension. Moreover, bands are strongly correlated,
i.e., increasing the number of bands may not always increase
the discriminating capability for classification purpose. So,
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reducing the dimensionality is an important step where the
aim is to discard the redundant bands and make it less time-
consuming for classification. The two main approaches for
dimensionality reduction are band selection [1]–[12] and band
extraction [13]–[18]. Depending on the availability of labeled
patterns, band selection techniques can be categorized as super-
vised and unsupervised. Supervised band selection methods [1],
[2], [13] use label information of patterns to perform selec-
tion of bands. Unsupervised band selection [5]–[12], [19], [20]
is used for dimensionality reduction, when no labeled pat-
tern is available. The perspective of this article is to focus
on unsupervised band selection techniques for hyperspectral
images.

State-of-the-art methods for band selection of hyperspec-
tral images in unsupervised manner are basically of two types:
ranking-based methods [8]–[10] and clustering-based methods
[11], [12]. Determining the most distinctive and informative
bands depending on some statistical criteria (e.g., Kullback–
Leibler divergence, skewness, kurtosis) is the basic idea behind
ranking-based band selection methods. Some ranking-based
methods for hyperspectral images present in the literature
are information divergence (ID)-based method [8], maximum
variance-based principal component analysis (MVPCA) [9],
and similarity-based band selection method [10]. Disadvantage
of this type of methods is that correlation among bands is not
considered while calculating the information content or dis-
criminating capability of a band. So, it is sometimes observed
that redundant bands may get selected in the ranking-based
methods. In the other way, clustering-based methods [11], [12]
perform clustering over bands to group them according to
their redundancy, and select one representative band from each
cluster of bands. There exists a few clustering-based band selec-
tion techniques for hyperspectral images in the literature like
Ward’s linkage strategy using divergence (WaLuDi) [11], or
using mutual information (WaLuMI) [11], and band selection
using affinity propagation (AP) [12]. Clustering-based band
selection techniques mainly rely on the redundancy present
among the bands. As a result, it might so happen that some
bands which are more informative and discriminant than oth-
ers may not be selected. In [7], a band elimination technique
is described, which iteratively eliminates one band from the
pair of most redundant neighboring bands depending on the
discriminating capability of the bands. This band elimination
method is basically a reverse method of band ranking tech-
nique, which considers discriminating capability of bands and
also the redundancy among neighboring bands. This method
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does not consider redundancy among the bands which are
far apart, but only considers correlation between neighboring
bands.

In this article, a band selection technique, for classification
purpose, which integrates both clustering-based and ranking-
based dimensionality reduction techniques in a single frame-
work is proposed. Here, both redundancy among bands and
information contents are taken into consideration.

In the present investigation, we represent a band as a pat-
tern with multiple attributes and perform clustering over bands.
In the state-of-the-art clustering-based band selection methods,
some statistical criteria like mutual information or divergence
between bands are used to measure the similarity/ dissimilarity
between bands, whereas in the present investigation, Euclidean
distance in multidimensional space is used as a similarity/ dis-
similarity between bands. In small sample size situation, like
hyperspectral images, the first-order statistics of patterns may
work better than the use of higher order statistics [15]. So,
first question that arises in this perspective is how the band
attributes/ characteristics will be determined. The proposed
method incorporates a novel concept to determine the band
attributes/ characteristics by approximating the region types/
land-cover types present in the imagery. This step is necessary
to reduce the dimensionality of the second clustering applied
over bands; otherwise, the dimensionality of the problem would
be equal to the number of pixels of the image. A prelim-
inary concept was initially reported in [21]. In the present
work, this concept is modified by replacing the ID measured
by more effective capacitory discrimination (CD) measure in
the ranking process to improve the performance. Experiments
are also conducted on more datasets using more perfor-
mance measures to analyze the effectiveness of the proposed
method.

The proposed method consists of three steps. In the first step,
the attributes/ characteristics of each band are determined. In
the next step, clustering is performed over bands. As a result,
redundant bands form clusters. An exemplar band from each
cluster is then selected and other bands of the said cluster
are discarded. An intermediate set of bands is thus formed,
which consists of the bands that are not redundant in nature.
In the third and final step, bands of the intermediate set are
ranked (in descending order) depending on their discriminat-
ing capability and a list is maintained. The desired number
of bands are then selected from the top of the list. Density-
based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN)
[22] algorithm is used in this approach for performing clus-
tering operation because it does not require prior information
about the number of region types. Moreover, if a pattern is
far away from all the clusters, then DBSCAN treats it as
an isolated point, rather than including it into any cluster.
CD [23] is used to measure the discriminating ability of a
band. The motivation of the proposed method is to select
most suitable subset of bands in unsupervised manner, so that
classification accuracy is improved as much as possible, keep-
ing the computational complexity comparable to the existing
methods.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II contains a brief
discussion about DBSCAN clustering technique and detailed
description of the proposed method. Description of the dataset,
experimental details, and analysis of results are described in
Section III. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section IV.

II. DESCRIPTION OF METHOD

A brief discussion about relevant technique for the proposed
method, DBSCAN clustering, is reviewed first and then the
details of the proposed method are discussed in this section.

A. DBSCAN

The main concept of DBSCAN [22] clustering technique is
that the density of points within each cluster is considerably
higher than that outside the cluster. Also, the density within the
areas of noise is lower than the density in any of the clusters.
More accurately, it can be said that for each point in a cluster,
the neighborhood of a given radius has to contain at least a mini-
mum number of points, i.e., the density in the neighborhood has
to exceed some threshold.

It requires two user-defined parameters, neighborhood radius
(Eps) and the minimum number of points (MinPts). For a given
point, the points within an Eps distance are called neighbors
of that point. DBSCAN labels the data points as core points,
border points, and outlier points. Core points are those which
have at least MinPts number of points within the Eps distance
in all directions. Border points can be defined as points that
are not core points, but are the neighbors of core points. Outlier
points are those which are neither core points nor border points.

The algorithm starts with an arbitrary starting point and then
finds all the neighboring points within Eps distance of the start-
ing point. If the number of points of its neighborhood is greater
than or equal to MinPts, a cluster is initiated. The starting point
and its neighbors are added to this cluster and the starting point
is marked as visited. The algorithm then repeats this process
for all the neighbors. If the number of neighbors is less than
MinPts, the point is marked as noise (i.e., isolated point). If a
cluster is fully expanded, then the algorithm proceeds to iterate
through the remaining unvisited points in the dataset. The steps
of DBSCAN are given in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. Pseudocode of DBSCAN Algorithm

1: Let S = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}
2: Let class(x) = −1, ∀x ∈ S
3: Choose Eps and MinPts
4: class_no = 1
5: for i = 1 to n do
6: Ai = {x ∈ S : d(x, xi) ≤ Eps}
7: if (|Ai| ≥ MinPts) then
8: if (class(xi) == −1) then
9: if (max(class(x : x ∈ Ai)) > −1) then

10: new_class_no = min(class(x : x ∈ Ai and
class(x : x ∈ Ai) > −1))
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11: class(xi) = new_class_no
12: class(x : ∀x ∈ Ai) = new_class_no
13: else
14: class(xi) = class_no
15: class(x : ∀x ∈ Ai) = class_no
16: class_no = class_no+ 1
17: end if
18: else
19: new_class_no = class(xi)
20: class(x : ∀x ∈ Ai) = new_class_no
21: end if
22: end if
23: end for
24: return class

B. Proposed Method

In band selection, d number of bands are selected from the
original set of D(> d) bands. As mentioned earlier, the three
steps of the proposed unsupervised band selection method for
hyperspectral images are as follows: 1) determination of band
characteristics; removal of redundant bands; and 3) ranking of
bands. A block diagrammatic representation of the proposed
method is shown in Fig. 1.

In the first step of the proposed method, i.e., determina-
tion of the band characteristics, a hyperspectral image cube is
considered as input. Then, the region types of the images are
approximated by performing clustering operation over pixels
and a representative pixel from each region type is selected.
Each band is considered as a pattern, where characteristics/
attributes of bands are the responses of the representative pixels
from each region type. In the next step, clustering is carried
out to group the bands, and an intermediate set of bands is
formed, which contains a representative band from each clus-
ter and the isolated bands. Lastly, bands of the intermediate
set are ranked depending on their contents of information and
the desired number of bands are selected from them. Details of
these three steps are given below.

Step 1) Determination of band characteristics: Hyperspectral
remote sensing exploits the fact that materials reflect electro-
magnetic energy at specific wavelengths in distinctive patterns
related to their molecular composition. Reflectance of various
materials for a band of particular wavelength is considered to
determine the attributes of a band. To be more specific, the num-
ber of attributes of a band for a given hyperspectral image is
equal to the number of different materials present in the images.
The attribute values are nothing but the responses obtained from
these materials. Here, the term “material” signifies the type
of land covers present in the image. The region types present
in a given hyperspectral image are required to generate the
attributes. One of the ways to do so is to carry out cluster-
ing operations over the pixels of hyperspectral images to group
them into homogeneous regions.

If D represents the total number of bands present in the
hyperspectral images, then each pixel can be treated as a pat-
tern with D attributes (features). In the proposed investigation,
DBSCAN clustering technique is applied to obtain the region

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed band selection method.

types. The reason of using DBSCAN technique is that it does
not require any prior information about the number of region
types, and is advantageous to handle noisy data. If a pattern is
far away from all the clusters, then DBSCAN treats it as an
isolated point (noise), rather than including it into any cluster.
DBSCAN clustering technique gives some (let it be CP) clus-
ters. The isolated pixels identified by DBSCAN algorithm are
those pixels which do not belong to any cluster, i.e., not in any
object. Here, the main aim is to estimate the objects present in
the image. So, these isolated points can be discarded consider-
ing them as noise. The number of clusters (CP) does not lie on
any predefined range, it is dependent on dataset. It is better if CP
approximates the number of region/ land-cover types present in
the hyperspectral images. The value of CP gives us an approx-
imation on the number of land-cover types/ groups present in
the images. DBSCAN clustering technique gives us only the
clusters present in the dataset, but not the cluster centers. Since
all the pixels of a cluster convey similar information, a repre-
sentative point is selected from each group. Cluster mean (i.e.,
mean of the all the patterns present in that cluster) is treated
as the cluster center or representative of the concerned cluster.
There are CP representative points each having D number of
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attributes. Let ACP,D be a matrix containing the representatives
of all the CP clusters and be represented as

ACP,D =

c1
...
ci
...

cCP

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

b1 · · · bj · · · bD
a1,1 · · · a1,j · · · a1,D

...
. . .

...
...

ai,1 · · · ai,j · · · ai,D
...

...
. . .

...
aCP,1 · · · aCP,j · · · aCP,D

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

where ci = [ai,1, . . . , ai,j , . . . , ai,D] is the representative of
cluster ci. Alternatively, it can be said that bj = [a1,j , . . . ,
ai,j , . . . , aCP,j ]

T is the characteristic vector or attribute vec-
tor. So, there are D number of bands, each having CP number
of attributes.

Step 2) Removal of redundant bands: One of the main char-
acteristics of hyperspectral images is the existence of high
redundancy among the neighboring bands and these bands may
be represented by a few number of nonredundant bands. Since
redundant bands provide similar information, we can consider
only a single representative band from each cluster (discarding
others) for further operation without affecting the system’s per-
formance. The nonredundant bands, i.e., the ones which do not
belong to any cluster, are treated as isolated ones and require to
be considered with equal importance.

As mentioned, DBSCAN is used for carrying out the task of
clustering as it treats nonredundant bands as isolated ones and
categorize them separately. Also, it has the ability to determine
the number of clusters automatically. Minimum domain knowl-
edge is needed to set the parameters, and the algorithm is able
to find out the clusters of arbitrary shapes.

DBSCAN clustering on bands gives CB number of clusters
and FB number of isolated bands depending on the dataset.
The value of CB and FB varies depending on the given
dataset. Hence, an intermediate set of bands is thus formed,
which includes one representative band from each of these CB
clusters along with all the FB number of isolated bands. Thus,
the cardinality of this intermediate set is (CB + FB). As men-
tioned, the bands of the intermediate set are expected to be
highly uncorrelated.

Mean of all the bands present in a cluster is treated as cluster
representative. Let ci (i = 1, 2, . . . , CB) be the ith cluster and
ni (i = 1, 2, . . . , CB) be the number of patterns present in it.
The cluster representative of each cluster ci (denoted as CRi)
is calculated as follows:

CRi =

∑ni

j=1 pj

ni
(1)

where each pattern pj belongs to cluster ci. If cluster mean is
not a band in that cluster, then the nearest band of cluster mean
is treated as cluster representative of that cluster.

Step 3) Ranking of bands: It is to be noted that the interme-
diate set contains uncorrelated bands and its cardinality is very
low compared to the number of bands present in the original
hyperspectral imagery [i.e., (CB + FB) << D]. The bands of
the intermediate set [i.e., only (CB + FB) number of bands]
are sorted (in descending order) based on their discriminating

capability. The deviation of the normalized probability distribu-
tion of a band image from the corresponding Gaussian proba-
bility distribution with the same mean and variance (which is
called the non-Gaussianity of that band) [24] is a measure of
discriminating capability of a band. The CD [23] of that band
image with its corresponding Gaussian image is a quantitative
measure of this deviation. In finite discrete space, the proba-
bility distribution of the kth band image Pk is estimated by
calculating the normalized histogram of that image. Let Qk

be the Gaussian distribution whose mean and variance is the
same as that of the image. Let (pki) and (qki) be the point
probabilities corresponding to Pk and Qk, respectively. The
Kullback–Leibler (K–L) divergence of these two probability
distributions [denoted as KLD(Pk, Qk)] is defined as

KLD(Pk ‖ Qk) =
∑
i

pkilog(pki/qki). (2)

Let Gk be the mean probability distribution between Pk and
Qk, and defined as

Gk =
1

2
(Pk +Qk). (3)

Point probability of Gk, denoted as (gki), is defined as

gki =
1

2
(pki + qki). (4)

Now the CD of two probability distributions Pk and Qk,
denoted as CD(Pk, Qk), is defined as

CD(Pk, Qk) = KLD(Pk ‖ Gk) + KLD(Qk ‖ Gk)

=
∑
i

pkilog(pki/gki) +
∑
i

qkilog(qki/gki).

(5)

The K–L divergence is always nonnegative, so the value of
CD ≥ 0, because it is the summation of two K–L divergences
of Pk, Gk, and Qk, Gk. If the CD between a probability dis-
tribution of kth band image Pk and its Gaussian distribution
Qk is near to 0, then Pk indicates less deviation from Qk, so
it can be concluded that Pk has less discriminating capability.
Higher value of CD indicates more deviation from the Gaussian
distribution, as well as higher discriminating capability.

Advantages of using CD over ID are as follows. ID is the
basis for a measure of discrimination, called CD. ID may be
large, even infinite, while CD is small. Upper bound for ID
in terms of discrimination measures cannot hold without intro-
ducing extra terms. CD can be viewed as a symmetrized and
smoothed variant of ID [23].

Thereafter, the desired d number of bands are selected from
the top of the list. The representative band might not be the one
with the highest CD value, but it is expected to give the CD
value closer to the highest value.

III. EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION

A. Description of the Dataset

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed unsupervised
band selection method, experiments are carried out on three
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hyperspectral remotely sensed images, namely, Indiana [25],
KSC [26], and Botswana [26] corresponding to the geograph-
ical areas of Indiana Pine test site of Northwest Indiana,
Kennedy Space Center of Florida, and Okavango Delta of
Botswana. The characteristics of each of the hyperspectral
images are described below.

1) Indiana Dataset: Airborne visible/infrared imaging
spectrometer (AVIRIS) instrument acquired data over an agri-
cultural land of northwest Indiana’s Indian pine test site in
the early growing season of 1992. The data have been taken
within the spectral range from 400 to 2500 nm with spectral
resolution of about 10 nm; and has 220 spectral bands. The
size of the image is 145× 145 pixels and spatial resolution
is 20 m. Twenty water absorption bands (numbered 104–108,
150–163, and 220) and 15 noisy bands (1–3, 103, 109–112,
148–149, 164–165, and 217–219) were removed, resulting in
a total of 185 bands. There are 16 classes in this image. For
more details and ground-truth information, see [7], [25] and
visit http://dynamo.ecn.purdue.edu/biehl/.

2) KSC Dataset: The NASA AVIRIS sensors acquired data
over Kennedy Space Center (KSC), Florida on March 23, 1996.
AVIRIS acquires data in 224 bands of 10-nm width from an
altitude of approximately 20 km and has a spatial resolution
of 18 m. The image is of size 512× 614. After removing
water absorption and low signal-to-noise (SNR) bands (num-
bered 1–4, 102–116, 151–172, and 218–224), 176 bands are
used for analysis. Training data were selected using land-cover
maps derived from color infrared photography provided by the
Kennedy Space Center and Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM)
imagery. A vegetation classification scheme was developed by
KSC personnel in an effort to define functional types that
are discernable at the spatial resolution of Landsat and these
AVIRIS data. Discrimination of land cover for this environment
is difficult due to the similarity of spectral signatures for cer-
tain vegetation type. There are 13 classes in this image. For
more details and ground-truth information, see [7], [26] and
visit http://www.csr.utexas.edu/.

3) Botswana Dataset: The NASA Earth Observing 1 (EO-
1) satellite acquired a sequence of data over the Okavango
Delta, Botswana in 2001–2004. The Hyperion sensor on EO-
1 acquired data at 30-m pixel resolution over a 7.7 km × 44 km
surface area in 242 bands from the 400–2500 nm portion of
the spectrum in 10 nm windows. Preprocessing of the data was
performed by the UT Center for Space Research to mitigate
the effects of bad detectors, interdetector miscalibration, and
intermittent anomalies. Uncalibrated and noisy bands that cover
water absorption features were removed, and the remaining
145 bands were included as candidate features: [10–55, 82–
97, 102–119, 134–164, 187–220]. This datum was acquired on
May 31, 2001, and consists of observations from 14 identified
classes representing the land-cover types in seasonal swamps,
occasional swamps, and drier woodlands located in the distal
portion of the Delta. These classes were chosen to reflect the
impact of flooding on vegetation in the study area. For more
details and ground-truth information, see [7], [26] and visit
http://www.csr.utexas.edu/.

Fig. 2. Sorted 4-dist graph for Indiana data.

B. Experimental Details

Experiments are conducted on three hyperspectral datasets as
described in Section III-A. Before conducting the experiments,
normalization of data (i.e., scale the data within 0 and 1 by
[(V alue−minattribute)/(maxattribute −minattribute)] is
performed. Here, maxattribute and minattribute have been cal-
culated for each attribute. Three steps of the proposed method
have been performed, where first two steps use DBSCAN
clustering technique.

DBSCAN clustering algorithm uses two parameters, namely:
1) minimum distance with respect to a point for which neigh-
borhood is calculated (denoted as Eps); and 2) the minimum
number of points in an Eps-neighborhood of that point (denoted
by MinPts). Ester et al. [22] suggested to use MinPts equal to 4
and used a method that considers the variation in the number of
points with respect to their fourth nearest neighbor distance to
calculate the value of Eps. Although higher values for MinPts
have also been tested, it did not produce better results. In the
proposed strategy, MinPts and Eps are calculated in accordance
to Ester et al. [22]. For the first clustering operation over pix-
els, take the MinPts equal to 4 (the assumption is that there
must be four nearest neighbors for each cluster point) and calcu-
late 4-dist, i.e., distance of the fourth nearest neighbor for each
pixel. Fig. 2 shows the graph of number of points with respect to
4-dist. The graph shows that most of the points have very low 4-
dist value. The value of Eps is taken to be the location of the first
valley of this graph, i.e., 150 for Indiana data. After performing
clustering operation, it gives 14 clusters and few isolated pix-
els (which are treated as noise and discarded) for Indiana data.
Now, it is considered that there are 185 bands with 14 attributes.
For Step 2, i.e., for band clustering of Indiana dataset, MinPts
is equal to 4 and a graph of 4-dist versus number of points is
drawn, and from this graph, Eps value is chosen as 20. The
result, i.e., the clusters of bands will look like as depicted in
Fig. 3, where bands 1, 2, 3 are isolated bands, bands 4–27,
29 form the first cluster, and so on. There are seven clusters
(i.e, CB = 7) and 35 isolated bands (i.e., FB = 35). So, the
cardinality of intermediate set after step 2 is 42 (i.e., CB+FB).
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Fig. 3. Bands in the CB number of clusters and FB number of isolated bands
after performing clustering of bands for Indiana dataset.

The desired number of bands d is selected from these 42 bands
depending on their discriminating capability. The MinPts value
for KSC and Botswana dataset are taken as 4 and Eps is chosen
from the value of first valley of the graph in the same way as
discussed earlier.

Advantage of using an intermediate set of uncorrelated bands
and then ranking of less number of bands is as follows. If the
value of Eps fluctuates, then the cardinality of intermediate set,
i.e., (CB + FB) will also fluctuate. However, the desired num-
ber of bands d may remain more or less the same discriminating
ability for classification purpose without being affected by lit-
tle bit fluctuation of Eps value. These (the desired number of
bands d) are not taken directly from the outcome of Step 2, but
are selected after ranking of bands of intermediate set (i.e., out-
come of Step 2) by CD value. Intermediate set only gives the
uncorrelated bands. The assumption of the proposed method is
that the isolated bands are treated as nonredundant bands.

C. Analysis of Results

As mentioned earlier, performance of the proposed unsuper-
vised band selection technique has been compared with four
other existing techniques. Among them two are clustering-
based methods (namely, Ward’s linkage strategy using diver-
gence (WaLuDi) [11] and affinity propagation [12]), the next
one is a ranking-based method which is based on the concept
of ID [8], and the other one is a band elimination method [7]
using partitioned image correlation and CD. The desired num-
ber of bands to be selected is not known a priori, as it varies
with images. Determination of an optimal number of selected
bands (d) will be investigated in future. In the present investiga-
tion, experiments are carried out for different number of bands
ranging from 4 to 30 with a step size of 2.

Although, the main focus of this article is on band selec-
tion of hyperspectral imagery in unsupervised manner, to assess
the quality of the selected bands, classification operation is
performed over selected bands. At termination of unsuper-
vised band selection algorithm, fuzzy kNN-based classification
(in theory, any good classification algorithm can be used) is

Fig. 4. Ground-truth image of Indiana dataset.

performed on the selected subset of bands using 10-fold cross-
validation. There may be overlapping of information between
neighboring pixels of the hyperspectral images. Fuzzy kNN
classifier, rather than other classification techniques, is used to
take care of the fuzziness present in the pixels of the images.
In order to support the results obtained by fuzzy kNN classi-
fier, three other well-known classification methods [k-nearest
neighbor (kNN) classifier, minimum distance classifier (MDC),
and quadratic discriminant classifier (QDC)] are also used over
selected bands for Indiana data.

The proposed method is an unsupervised band selection
technique that reduces the dimensionality for classification
of hyperspectral images. So, to measure the goodness of the
selected subset of bands, four evaluation measures, overall
classification accuracy (OA), Kappa value (Kappa), class sep-
arability (S), and entropy (E) are used. After performing
classification operations, two performance measures [overall
classification (OA) accuracy and Kappa coefficient (Kappa)]
are measured. To measure the statistical significance of the
selected subset of bands, two statistical measures: 1) class sep-
arability (S); and 2) entropy (E), are calculated, where the first
one is performed over labeled information of the dataset and the
second one is assessed over unlabeled dataset. Measure of class
separability [18] demonstrates the effectiveness of the selected
features for classification of data. Our aim is to find a feature
space where the interclass distance is large and at the same
time, the intraclass variance is as small as possible. A lower
value of the separability measure S ensures that the classes
are well separated. Orderly or chaotic configuration of the data
can be determined by the measure of entropy of the data [27].
Entropy is less for stable configuration of patterns (data have
well formed clusters), and is more for disordered configuration,
i.e., data are uniformly distributed in the feature space. A brief
description of the above-mentioned four performance measures
is given in [7].

For Indiana data, ground-truth image with 16 classes is
shown in Fig. 4, where different shade of gray levels are used
to distinguish the pixels among classes. As described earlier,
the proposed method has three steps, and the importance of
each step is experimentally shown here. Fig. 5 depicts the
comparison of the results of each step, i.e., clustering results
on the first two steps, using CD value only and the proposed
method in terms of overall classification accuracy for Indiana
dataset. After performing clustering of first two steps, the num-
ber of nonredundant band is 42 (horizontal line of Fig. 5),
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the performance of each step of the proposed method in
terms of overall accuracy for Indiana dataset.

Fig. 6. Comparison of the performance of all the bands present in the dataset
(denoted as “all bands”) along with those of ID, WaLuDi, AP, the elimina-
tion method and the proposed method in terms of overall accuracy for Indiana
dataset.

and classification is performed over all 42 bands for Indiana
data. CD-based method is a ranking technique that ranks the
bands and classification is performed for selected number of
bands from 4 to 30 with step size 2. CD-based method only has
probability to select redundant bands; as a result, overall accu-
racy is poor compared with others. The proposed method also
gives better performance whenever the number of bands is 14
or more than the clustering results of the first two steps with
42 number of bands. So, it can be concluded that all 42 bands
are not important for classification, few of them are useful for
determining discriminating capability.

Comparison of results of the proposed method with other
existing methods for Indiana data is as follows. Fig. 6 depicts
the variation of average OA (in percentage) with the number of
bands for all the methods used in the experiment. The upper
horizontal line in the graph shows the classification accuracy
with all bands. It is noticed that the proposed method achieves
better results in terms of overall classification accuracy for
different number of selected bands. The peak performance is

Fig. 7. Overall classification accuracy by different classifiers when number of
selected bands is 18 for Indiana data.

TABLE I
SELECTED BANDS OBTAINED FOR INDIANA DATASET USING ID,

WALUDI, AP, ELIMINATION METHOD, AND THE PROPOSED METHOD

obtained when the number of selected bands is 18 in case of
WaLuDi-based, AP-based, the band elimination, and the pro-
posed techniques. The graph presented in Fig. 7 shows the
results obtained using different classifiers (MDC, QDC, kNN,
and fuzzy kNN). The x-axis represents different band selec-
tion methods that are grouped for each classification method,
whereas the y-axis shows the overall classification accuracy
obtained by each method for the Indiana image. From these
results, it is certainly observed that the proposed technique
presents consistent behavior, achieving good results for all clas-
sifiers. It is also noticed that fuzzy-kNN classifier gets better
accuracy compared to other three (MDC, QDC, and kNN)
classification methods used in the experiment.

A list of selected bands with the best evaluation measure
obtained using various methodologies are put in Table I. It is
observed from the table that there are some common bands
for all these methods, because these bands are more informa-
tive and got selected irrespective of any method. Other bands
that are not common are selected according to the principles
of the corresponding methods. It may be concluded from the
table that the subset of bands selected by the proposed meth-
ods contains bands that are much better separated, compared
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TABLE II
CLASS SEPARABILITY, ENTROPY, KAPPA VALUE OBTAINED FOR INDIANA DATASET USING ID, WALUDI, AP, ELIMINATION, AND THE PROPOSED

METHOD FOR DIFFERENT NUMBER OF SELECTED BANDS

TABLE III
PROCESSING TIME FOR EACH OF THE ANALYZED METHODS (ID,

WALUDI, AP, ELIMINATION METHOD AND THE PROPOSED METHOD)
USING INDIANA DATASET IN SECONDS

to the subsets of bands selected by other methods. Table II
contains measurements of Kappa value, class separability, and
entropy of Indiana data with selected bands using the proposed
method and other three methods. From this table, it is noticed
that the proposed method gives less value of class separability
(S) and entropy (E) and higher value of Kappa, as expected,
with respect to the other four methods used in our experiments.
It shows that the proposed method selects better subset of bands
which gives well separated classes as well as stable configura-
tion of patterns rather than other methods. For comparing the
computational costs, using an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 2600 CPU
@ 3.40-GHz processor and an Indiana image with 185 bands of
145× 145 pixels, our current implementation required about
88 s. Programs are developed in C. Table III gives a simple
quantitative analysis of the computational cost of each method
for Indiana data. Although the proposed method gives better
performance than other state-of-the-art methods, it takes little
more time than other methods. It is due to the fact that the pro-
posed method performs clustering operation twice, followed by
a ranking technique, whereas other methods perform clustering
operation only once.

A variation in the overall classification accuracy for these
methods with the number of bands used is depicted graphically
in Figs. 8 and 9 for KSC and Botswana dataset, respec-
tively. The upper horizontal line in these graphs shows the
classification accuracy with all bands. The above two graphs
corroborate to our earlier findings of Indiana data. The pro-
posed method produced superior results as compared to the
other three methods. The best performance is obtained when
the number of selected bands are 20 and 18, respectively, for
KSC and Botswana data. Kappa, class separability, and entropy
values are also calculated for both the KSC and Botswana
datasets. Results of these datasets provide similar findings with
the results of Indiana data. Table IV incorporates the optimum

Fig. 8. Comparison of the performance of all the bands present in the dataset
(denoted as “all bands”) along with those of ID, WaLuDi, AP, the elimination
method and the proposed method in terms of overall accuracy for KSC dataset.

Fig. 9. Comparison of the performance of all the bands present in the dataset
(denoted as “all bands”) along with those of ID, WaLuDi, AP, the elimination
method and the proposed method in terms of overall accuracy for Botswana
dataset.

values (for all the three datasets) in terms of OA, Kappa, class
separability, and entropy values. The best results are marked
in bold. This table also confirms the fact that the proposed
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF BAND SELECTION ALGORITHMS

FOR HYPERSPECTRAL DATASETS

E, entropy; S, class separability; OA, overall accuracy; d, number of
selected bands; D, number of original bands; ID, information diver-
gence; WaLuDi, Ward’s linkage strategy using divergence; AP, affinity
propagation-based band selection method.

unsupervised band selection algorithm gives better subset of
bands for classification than the other methods used in our
experiment.

From the results (Figs. 6, 8, and 9), it is observed that the
proposed method gives optimum result when the selected num-
ber of bands is 18, 20, and 20, respectively, for Indiana, KSC,
and Botswana data. So, it confirms that the number of selected
bands for optimum performance depends on the dataset used in
the experiment. It can be concluded from the above-mentioned
experimental results that the proposed method gives better per-
formance with respect to other methods, as it considers both
correlation between bands and discriminating capability of each
band with equal importance (i.e., removing correlation among
bands before ranking them according to their discriminating
capability for classification). The ID-based method only con-
siders discriminating capability of bands and the main focus
of clustering-based methods (WaLuDi and AP) is on remov-
ing correlation between bands. Although the band elimination
method considers both discriminating capability and correlation
among bands, it only looks for the correlation between neigh-
boring bands. It is little bit difficult to perform band selection
when there are no prior information. The proposed method and
the state-of-the-art methods perform band selection in unsuper-
vised way. The proposed method gives classification accuracy
at per with (for Indiana and KSC data) or better (for Botswana
data) than that obtained with all the bands. Classification accu-
racy depends on the selected bands as well as the property
of the dataset. However, the proposed method shows better
performance than state-of-the-art methods.

IV. CONCLUSION

A technique for band selection of hyperspectral imagery
in unsupervised manner, which is a combination of cluster-
ing and ranking-based methods, is presented in this article.
The proposed technique was aimed at removing redundant
bands by using clustering technique and selecting most infor-
mative bands by ranking the bands using their discriminating

capability. A novel approach for determination of band charac-
teristics/ attributes has been incorporated in this technique. To
measure the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, four eval-
uation measures (namely, overall accuracy, Kappa coefficient,
class separability, and entropy value) have been used. Results
of the proposed technique have significant improvement, and
show a more consistent and steady behavior for different hyper-
spectral image data (Indiana, KSC, and Botswana data) with
respect to other state-of-the-art methods (ID, WaLuDi, AP, and
band elimination methods) in terms of all four evaluation mea-
sures used in the experiment. The proposed method shows
better performance with respect to other methods as it consid-
ers both correlation between bands, as well as discriminating
capability of each band with equal importance (i.e., remov-
ing correlation among bands before ranking them according to
their discriminating capability for classification). The ID-based
method only considers discriminating capability of bands and
the main focus of clustering-based methods (WaLuDi and AP)
is on removing redundancy between bands. Although the band
elimination method considers both discriminating capability
and redundancy among bands, it only looks for the redundancy
between neighboring bands.

The proposed method gives classification accuracy at per
(for Indian and KSC data) or better (for Botswana data) than
the classification accuracy with all the bands. So, the purpose
of unsupervised band selection is to reduce the dimensionality
without any prior knowledge to make it less time-consuming for
classification and to make it more space-efficient for storing and
transmission purpose. The proposed method uses DBSCAN
(using Euclidean distance) to perform clustering operations.
Euclidean distance may face the curse of dimensionality in
high dimensional space. Performance of DBSCAN clustering
technique using different distance metric along with Euclidean
distance in the field of unsupervised band selection of hyper-
spectral images should be investigated in future. The proposed
algorithm assumes the number of selected bands from 4 to 30
with a step size of 2. So, determination of selected number
of bands is also a new prospect of research. Extension of the
proposed method for other kinds of data (HR/ VHR data) is a
direction of future research.
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